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Category:

New test
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0.00 hour

Target version:

Milestone 6

Difficulty:
Description
https://fate.suse.com/320215
History
#1 - 2017-01-19 10:21 - maritawerner
- Subject changed from fate#320215: Allow full LVM encryption with MSDOS-MBR to [sles][functional]fate#320215: Allow full LVM encryption with
MSDOS-MBR
#2 - 2017-01-19 21:39 - okurz
- Target version set to Milestone 5
backlink on fate, inserted myself as QA reviewer. test automation in openQA suggested extending our current coverage to a more mixed variety of
partition layouts, MBR/GPT, etc.
#3 - 2017-01-27 08:21 - dzedro
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to dzedro
#4 - 2017-01-31 22:19 - okurz
- Project changed from SUSE QA to openQA Tests
- Category set to New test
- Target version changed from Milestone 5 to Milestone 5
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/2376 merged, please add test suite and provide link to verification run on production
instance after passed.
#5 - 2017-02-01 08:08 - dzedro
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
PR have been merged, thx to HuHa for detailed test instructions in fate
Test lvm-full-encrypt and related PBI
#6 - 2017-02-01 13:18 - okurz
- Status changed from Resolved to In Progress
please see checklist in https://progress.opensuse.org/projects/suseqa/wiki#feature-tests-Fate-requests e.g. add yourself as "QA tester" on the fate
entry, link this progress ticket and a reference to the (passing) openQA job
#7 - 2017-02-02 08:02 - dzedro
I added myself as QA tester ...
Why to add passing test when the test is gone after few builds ?
#8 - 2017-02-02 10:10 - okurz
If you add a comment and it is linked to the fate issue and visited at least once from the fate issue (someone sees fate entry, clicks openqa link) then
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it is considered important and stays for way longer, possibly a year. Also, when you add a link to latest - same as for bug reports based on the
reporting template - then it will stay valid.
#9 - 2017-02-16 14:58 - dzedro
working on test update for s390. ppc64le and aarch64
s390 need /boot/zipl on ext partition
ppc64le need PReP /boot
#10 - 2017-03-01 09:24 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 5 to Milestone 6
#11 - 2017-03-01 13:05 - dzedro
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
With PRs below I consider lvm-full-encryptas done
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/2376
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/2465
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/2483
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